CIRAS™ Combat Integrated Releasable Armor System = K2

*Mouche not included

MARCIRAS™ Maritime Combat Integrated Releasable Armor System = K2
Plate Carrier w/Cummerbund MOLLE = K2
Plate Carrier MOLLE = K2
RHODESIAN RECONNAISSANCE Vest-MOLLE/ALICE Compatible

+ Rhodesian Rear Plate Carrier

= K2
RHODESIAN RECONNAISSANCE Vest-MOLLE/ALICE Compatible = K1
Load Bearing Air Rescue Vest = K0
Load Bearing Vest USA Enhanced = K0
Ranger H Harness = K0
Sniper Vest = K0
TAC V1 MOLLE = K0
TAC V2 Vest = K0
TAC V3 Assault Vest = K0
Tactical Medical Vest = K0
CHEST RIG e Bandolier = K0